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1. Introduction
This document describes the order types and order attributes available on the Cboe Australia
market.
The trading platform allows combinations of order attributes to be assigned to orders so as to
create a range of order execution options that comply with the validity and execution priority
principles. Further details explaining valid combinations of order types and attributes may be found
in the ‘order type validation matrix’ appendix available on the client forum. This appendix also
clarifies for technical audiences how fields and FIX tags should be populated.
Participants and software vendors should not use this document as a substitute for reading and
understanding the detailed operations and obligations for the Cboe market, which are set out in
the Cboe Australia Operating Rules and the trading interface technical specifications.

1.1 ORDER TYPE OVERVIEW SECTION SUMMARY
The table below summarises the order type or attribute section in this document.
Section

Summary

2

Priority principles




Price / visibility / time principle
Effects of order amends on order priority

3

Limit orders




Limit order has a stated price
BestX – priced at the best order price on the same side of the lit market



MarketX - priced at the best order price on the opposing side of the lit
market

Price improvement



Also referred to as Pegged orders

orders



There are three types of Price improvement orders:
o NearPoint orders maintains a price relative to the same side of the
NBBO spread; NBB for buy orders and NBO for sell orders;
o MidPoint orders maintain a price relative to the MidPoint of the
NBBO. MidPoint orders may trade at the half-tick price if the NBBO
MidPoint is a half-tick;
o FarPoint orders maintain a price relative to the opposite side of the
NBBO spead; NBO for buy orders and NBB for sell orders.



Price improvement orders interact with other order types in the order
book to maximize chances of execution



Price improvement orders require a limit price




Undisclosed orders disclose the price but not the quantity
Iceberg orders include a visible portion and a hidden portion. When the
visible portion is fully executed the hidden portion will be reduced to
replenish the visible portion



Hidden limit orders are no longer valid in accordance with ASIC rules




Minimum Execution Quantity (MEQ) ensures certainty of execution size
MEQSE variant ensures certainty of execution size in a single execution

4

5

Order attributes
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Immediate or Cancel (IOC) will execute order quantity available on entry
and cancel remaining quantity



Good till Date (GTD) has an expire time applied to expire at the specified
time within the same day
Fill or Kill (FOK) requires entire order quantity to be executed on entry or
order is cancelled
Day order will stay in the order book for the current day unless executed
prior





Broker preferencing time in force options (also note Section 9)

7

Order capacity



Allows correct population of the order capacity (principle and/or agency)
indicators for ASIC MIR requirements

8

Market on close



Market on Close (MOC) hidden orders may be entered from market
open until 16:20 and executed at the ASX closing price.

9

Broker preferencing



Broker preferencing allows the participant to preference their own
hidden orders which have price but not time priority.
Additional options:



10

11

Self-trade protection

Trade reporting



Preference & Kill (P&K) to preference own order and cancel remainder
of aggressive order



Preference or Kill (POK) to preference own order in its entirety or and
cancel the aggressive order if it cannot be done



Allows participants to avoid self-trades when entering orders when:




First 3 digits of Participant ID are the same;
‘NoSelfTrade’ arbitrary key matches on both orders




Three outcome options exist:
Cancel Newest (aggressive) order




Decrement & Cancel to reduce both orders by the smallest order qty
Translate the trade to a bookings purpose trade report



List of off-market single sided (crossing) trade report codes available on
Cboe

12

Order type validation



Reference guide for technical audiences to help understand valid
combinations of FIX tag population per order type

13

Warrant trade report



Facility for a warrants issuer to execute a warrant trade against another
participant after continuous trading has closed.

facility
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2. Execution Priority Principle
Bids and offers are always matched against each other in a strictly determined priority sequence.
Bids with the highest price have the highest priority and offers with the lowest price have the
highest priority.

Figure 1: Key Execution Principle
Where there are bids or offers at the same price, priority is given to those orders that are visible.
For example, Price Improvement orders and the hidden portion of Iceberg orders have a lower
priority than lit orders at the same price.
Order matching is next determined by the time of the order (or in the case of Iceberg Orders the
visible part of the order was made available to the market); orders with an earlier time have a
higher priority than those with a later time. For specific order handling of iceberg orders refer to
the section on Order Attributes.
The exception to this principle concerns orders that are subject to Broker Preferencing, and more
information on how this changes the Execution Priority for individual orders can be found in the
section on Broker Preferencing.

2.1 PRIORITY IMPLICATIONS FOR ORDER AMENDMENTS
If an order is amended in the trading system the following principles apply:
Type of Amend

Impact on Priority

Reduce original quantity

Current price time priority is retained

Increase original quantity

Order loses time priority and is re-queued at the same
price level

Price Improvement order ineligible to
execute, with subsequent change to NBBO
making it eligible to trade

The order retains its original priority, relative to other
orders that also became ineligible to execute at the same
time.

Amend limit price on Price Improvement
order

Order loses priority and is re-queued.

Amend MEQ

Order loses time priority and is re-queued at the same
price level
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3. Limit Orders
A limit order is an order to buy or sell the stated quantity of a security at a specified (or better)
price.
Example: Aggressive sell order trades against passive (resting) buy orders
Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:25:00

120

9.50

9.55

100

10:26:00

10:23:00

250

9.45

9.55

200

10:28:00

10:27:00

150

9.45

9.60

800

10:18:00

10:16:00

800

9.40

9.60

500

10:27:00

If a Limit Order is submitted to sell 600 shares with a limit price of 9.45, the following trades would
be generated:




120 @ 9.50
250 @ 9.45
150 @ 9.45

And immediately afterwards the order book would be as follows:
Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:16:00

800

9.40

9.45

80

10:30:00

9.55

100

10:26:00

9.55

200

10:28:00

9.60

800

10:18:00

9.60

500

10:27:00
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Cboe offers limit order pricing options relevant to either side of the market at the time of entry.

3.1 BESTX
BestX is a Limit order pricing option which specifies the order price upon entry as the current best
visible price level on the same side of the market.


The time in force options of IOC (immediate or cancel) and FOK (fill or kill) are not supported.



The order rests as a limit order at the price initially determined.



If no current price exists, the order is rejected with an error message “Order Rejected – No
current best priced order exists”.



Broker Preferencing is not supported.



No Self Trade is supported.



Supported on FIX interfaces only (ie. this feature is not available on CHIXOE OUCH interface).

3.2 MARKETX
MarketX is a Limit order pricing option which specifies the order price upon entry as the current
best visible price level on the opposing side of the market.


If not fully filled and the time in force option is not set to IOC (immediate or cancel) or FOK (fill
or kill), the remainder rests as a limit order at the price initially determined.



If no current price exists, order is rejected with an error message “Order Rejected – No current
opposing visible orders exist”.



Broker Preferencing is not supported.



No Self Trade is supported.



Supported on FIX interfaces only (ie. this feature is not available on CHIXOE OUCH interface).
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4. Price Improvement Orders
Cboe’s current range of Price Improvement orders are hidden orders that guarantee price
improvement to all incoming aggressive orders by executing within the spread of the NBBO. A Price
Improvement order is an order to buy or sell the stated quantity of a security at a price that tracks
a reference price, which is currently defined as the NBBO in the Cboe Operating Rules: Procedures,
(the “Procedures”).
Cboe supports the following types of Price Improvement orders:


Primary Peg: NearPoint;



Market Peg: FarPoint; and



Mid Peg: MidPoint.

A key feature of all three Price Improvement order types is the ability to interact with other order
types, maximising the chance of execution without introducing signalling risk which a lit order may
pose. Participants can also set a minimum executable quantity on Price Improvement orders to
protect against information leakage or small executions.
The example below demonstrates how Price Improvement orders work, specifically on a resting
bid.

NearPoint

10.00

10.01

MidPoint

10.015

FarPoint

10.02

10.03

NBBO SPREAD
Figure 2: Price Improvement orders relevant to the NBBO
It is mandatory to set a limit price on all Price Improvement orders. Importantly, limit prices on
MidPoint orders may be set at the half tick. Further detail on setting half tick limit prices is available
further in this section relating to MidPoint orders.
All passive Price Improvement orders that rest in the Cboe order book are hidden. If the hidden
attribute (where the MaxFloor field is set to 0) must be present on passive Price Improvement
orders. By definition, a Price Improvement order that includes a time in force option of IOC
(immediate or cancel) or FOK (fill or kill) will be aggressive and never rest in the order book. It is
therefore unnecessary to specify the hidden attribute on aggressive Price Improvement orders with
the IOC or FOK attributes.
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4.1 NEARPOINT
A NearPoint order maintains a price relative to the National Best Bid (“NBB”) plus minimum price
improvement (for a buy order) or National Best Offer (“NBO”) minus minimum price improvement
(for a sell order). Minimum price improvement is 1 tick or if the NBBO spread is one tick, it is a half
tick.
Example: Nearpoint sell order re-priced following NBBO update
A participant enters a NearPoint order to sell 120 shares. Assuming the ‘Time In Force’ is set to a
‘Day’ order. The order book becomes:
NBBO

NBB: 9.50

NBO: 9.53

Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:17:00

100

9.50

(NearPoint)
9.52

120

10:25:00

10:20:00

20

9.40

9.53

40

10:15:00

10:22:00

20

9.40

9.54

50

10:21:00

When the NBO changes to 9.51 the impact on the order book becomes:
NBBO

NBB: 9.50

NBO: 9.51

Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:17:00

100

9.50

(NearPoint)
9.505

120

10:30:00

10:20:00

20

9.40

9.53

40

10:15:00

10:22:00

20

9.40

9.54

50

10:20:00

As the NBBO spread is now only 1 tick wide the NearPoint order would rest in the order book at the
half tick MidPoint and price adjust as the NBO moves over time. If an aggressive buy order is
submitted for 100 shares at 9.53, it would execute against the NearPoint sell for 100 shares leaving
the order book as follows:
Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:17:00

100

9.50

(NearPoint)
9.505

20

10:30:00

10:20:00

20

9.40

9.53

40

10:15:00

10:22:00

20

9.40

9.54

50

10:20:00
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4.2 MIDPOINT
A MidPoint order maintains a price relative to the MidPoint of the NBBO spread and presents price
improvement opportunities, including the ability for half tick executions.
Like all Price Improvement orders, MidPoint orders are able to interact with other order types,
maximising the chance of execution.
The following summarises key features of MidPoint orders:


MidPoint orders rest in the order book at the arithmetic MidPoint of the NBBO;



MidPoint orders can trade at less than a full tick where the arithmetic MidPoint of the
NBBO permits;



Participants can also set a limit price at the half tick. A MidPoint order can only ever rest in
the order book at the half tick while the half tick limit is the arithmetic MidPoint of the
NBBO;



If a MidPoint order has a half tick limit price that constrains it from being priced to the
arithmetic MidPoint of the NBBO, it will rest in the order book at the nearest full tick
(rounded down for a bid and rounded up if an offer) until the half tick limit again becomes
the arithmetic MidPoint, whereupon the MidPoint order will un-round;



Like all hidden orders, MidPoint orders permit the setting of minimum executable quantity,
enabling participants to reduce information leakage or small executions.

Example: Mid-point order pricing and queue priority
NBBO

NBB: 9.50

NBO: 9.53

Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:16:00

100

9.50

9.53

40

10:04:00

10:11:00

20

9.45

9.58

50

10:10:00

10:05:00

20

9.40

A participant enters a MidPoint order to sell 220 shares. Assuming its ‘Time In Force’ is set to a
‘Day’ order. The MidPoint price is calculated to be 9.515 and the order book becomes:
Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:16:00

100

9.50

(MidPoint)
9.515

220

10:20:00

10:11:00

20

9.45

9.53

40

10:04:00

10:05:00

20

9.40

9.58

50

10:10:00
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Another participant enters an aggressive limit order to buy 100 shares at 9.53. The impact of the
aggressive order is as follows:
Buy
Time

Qty (shares)

Sell
Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

220

10:20:00

10:21:00

100

9.53

(MidPoint)
9.515

10:16:00

100

9.50

9.53

40

10:04:00

10:11:00

20

9.45

9.58

50

10:10:00

10:05:00

20

9.40

The aggressive order executes 100 shares at 9.515 leaving the order book as follows:
Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:16:00

100

9.50

(Mid Peg)
9.515

120

10:20:00

10:11:00

20

9.45

9.53

40

10:04:00

10:05:00

20

9.40

9.58

50

10:10:00

Example: Mid-point order pricing and queue priority
The following is an example of what happens when the half tick limit price is no longer the
arithmetic MidPoint of the NBBO.
NBBO

NBB: 9.50

NBO: 9.53

Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:16:00

100

9.50

9.53

40

10:04:00

10:11:00

20

9.45

9.58

50

10:10:00

10:05:00

20

9.40
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A participant enters a MidPoint order to sell 220 shares with a limit price of 9.515. Assuming its
‘Time In Force’ option is set to a ‘Day’ order, the MidPoint price is calculated to be 9.515 and the
order book becomes:
Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:16:00

100

9.50

(MidPoint)
9.515

220

10:20:00

10:11:00

20

9.45

9.53

40

10:04:00

10:05:00

20

9.40

9.58

50

10:10:00

NBB: 9.49

NBO: 9.53

If the NBBO changes to:

The MidPoint of the NBBO becomes 9.51 but the MidPoint sell order is constrained by its limit price
of 9.515. Because this is no longer the arithmetic MidPoint of the NBBO the MidPoint sell order can
no longer rest in the order book at the half tick so it is rounded up to the nearest whole tick.
The order book becomes:
Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:21:00

100

9.49

(MidPoint)
9.52

220

10:20:00

10:16:00

100

9.50

9.53

40

10:04:00

10:11:00

20

9.45

9.58

50

10:10:00

10:05:00

20

9.40

If the NBBO reverts back to 9.50 and 9.53, the MidPoint order would un-round and rest at 9.515.
Here is an example of how an aggressive order can interact with all 3 Price Improvement orders:
NBBO

NBB: 9.50

NBO: 9.53

Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:17:00

100

9.50

(FarPoint)
9.51

240

10:22:00

10:20:00

20

9.40

(MidPoint)
9.515

500

10:23:00

10:22:00

20

9.40

(NearPoint)
9.52

120

10:25:00
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If an aggressive FarPoint buy order with a time in force option of IOC (immediate or cancel) is
submitted for 1000 shares, it would execute against all 3 Price Improvement orders.
Alternatively, if the buy order is an aggressive NearPoint it would only interact with FarPoint sell at
9.51. If the buy order is an aggressive MidPoint order it would execute against both the FarPoint
sell at 9.51 and the MidPoint sell at 9.515.

4.3 FARPOINT
A FarPoint order maintains a price relative to the opposite or aggressive side of the NBBO spread,
i.e. a buy order maintains a price relative to the NBO minus minimum price improvement and a sell
order maintains a price relative to the NBB plus minimum price improvement. Minimum price
improvement is 1 tick or if the NBBO spread is one tick, it is a half tick.
NBBO

NBB: 9.50

NBO: 9.60

Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:15:00

100

9.50

9.60

40

10:22:00

10:07:00

20

9.40

9.70

50

10:15:00

10:10:00

20

9.40

A participant enters a FarPoint order to sell 120 shares. Assuming its Time In Force is set to a Day
order. The order book becomes:
Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:15:00

100

9.50

(FarPoint)
9.51

120

10:30:00

10:07:00

20

9.40

9.60

40

10:22:00

10:10:00

20

9.40

9.70

50

10:15:00

The FarPoint order will rest in the order book and price adjust as the NBB moves until such time as
an aggressive order seeks to cross the spread.
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4.4 PRICE IMPROVEMENT ORDERS REQUIRE A LIMIT PRICE
A Price Improvement order must include a limit price. This will operate as a price cap such that the
order price moves up or down to the specified limit. The limit price on MidPoint orders may be set
at a half tick.
A NearPoint buy order of 20 shares with a limit price at 9.50 is entered.
NBBO

NBB: 9.40

NBO: 9.80

Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

10:08:00

20

(NearPoint)
9.41

If the NBBO Prices moves:

NBB: 9.55

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

NBO: 9.60

Price Improvement orders are not permitted to execute at or outside the NBBO. When the NBBO
changes to 9.55 and 9.60, the NearPoint order would theoretically rest in the order book at 9.56,
however, the order has a limit price of 9.50 that would result in the order resting outside the
NBBO, which is not permitted. The order therefore becomes ineligible to execute until the NBBO
moves such that the limit price is inside the NBBO. In this situation the order is ineligible to
execute:
Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

10:09:00

20

(NearPoint)
9.50

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time
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4.5 HANDLING OF PRICE IMPROVEMENT ORDERS
Price Improvement orders are priced in the trading system based on a reference price, which is
currently the NBBO. If the NBBO cannot be calculated or Price Improvement orders are otherwise
suspended for any reason, a status message providing advice of the suspension will be
disseminated on the FIX gateways for each Price Improvement order in the system that is affected.
A further message will be sent to notify participants when suspension of Price Improvement orders
has ended and pegging is resumed. Please note this is configurable via Market Operations on a per
login basis.
As previously noted, all Price Improvement orders require the hidden attribute and as such will not
be visible on the Cboe market data feed (CHIXMD). However, when a hidden order executes, the
execution message on CHIXMD will identify the trade as resulting from hidden liquidity.
The following is a summary of how Price Improvement orders are handled as a result of changes in
the NBBO:


If the NBBO is crossed, all Price Improvement orders are un-booked and therefore ineligible to
execute;



If the NBBO is locked, Price Improvement orders rest in the order book at the locked price,
except orders with MEQSE quantity which are un-booked*;



If no NBBO is available or the NBBO is one sided, Price Improvement orders are ineligible to
execute;



If the limit price on the Price Improvement order constrains the order price such that it would
rest at or outside the NBBO, the order will be ineligible to execute on the basis that it is not
within the NBBO spread.

Please note: when a Price Improvement order which is re-booked and is therefore eligible for
execution will be aggressive as it re-enters the order book until any un-matched order quantity at
the new price rests in the book as passive.
To assist, the following is a high level summary of how the trading system deals with hidden orders
priced outside the NBBO or circumstances where the NBBO is not available. It should be noted that
the acknowledgement via the FIX gateway to a Price Improvement order will indicate whether the
order was immediately available to trade or whether it was ineligible during continuous trading:
Reference Price Suspend

Reference Price Resume

New

FIX new order acknowledgement

FIX new order acknowledgement

Price Improvement order

and ineligible to execute

and eligible to execute

Existing

FIX peg order suspend and

FIX peg order resume

Price Improvement order

ineligible to execute

* Section 5.4 contains a more in-depth outline of Minimum Execution Quantity – Single Execution (MEQSE).
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5. Order Attributes
5.1 UNDISCLOSED
A limit order can be specified as undisclosed, which will disclose the price but not the quantity. The
order quantity will appear as zero on the market data feed. The order maintains the same
execution priority as a visible order.

5.2 ICEBERG
Cboe supports the submission of orders where the quantity to be bought or sold is partially hidden
(termed Iceberg Orders). These types of orders are intended to allow large order quantities to be
executed while causing minimal market impact. When submitted to Cboe, Iceberg Orders specify
the following two order quantity amounts:


the quantity for the complete order (Order Quantity), and



the maximum quantity to be disclosed to the market (termed Floor Quantity) at any one point
in time.

When an Iceberg Order is first received, only the Floor Quantity is made available for trading in the
market and in all respects this part of the Iceberg Order is treated as though it were any other
visible order; the remaining quantity is kept hidden from the market. An iceberg order can then
match with other orders in the following ways:


If the visible part of the Iceberg Order fully executes with a matching (contra) order the
remaining order quantity of the Iceberg Order or the Floor Quantity (whichever is the lesser
amount) is re-queued back into the order book as if it were a new order with a consequential
loss of time priority.



If the quantity of the visible part of the Iceberg Order is not sufficient to fill the matching
(contra) order then the following sequence will occur:



o

The visible portion of the iceberg is executed first;

o

The contra order is then matched with other orders based on the Execution Priority
Principle;

o

If no more matches are available and the contra order still has remaining quantity, a
match will take place against the hidden portion, if any, of the iceberg order.

To reduce the amount of FIX messaging through the trading interface participants will receive a
single FIX execution report when the execution is against both the visible and hidden
components of an iceberg order if it is filled in one matching sequence. For example:

The following order book exists: A best bid of 400 shares at 9.50 is resting in the order book. An
incoming iceberg sell order with visible quantity of 200 and total quantity of 1000 (the iceberg) at
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9.50. This results in a match with the bid of 400 at 9.50.
Buy
Time

Qty (shares)

Sell
Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:25:00

400

9.50

9.50

200 [1000]

10:30:00

10:23:00

10

9.45

9.55

20

10:28:00

10:27:00

150

9.40

9.60

80

10:18:00

10:16:00

80

9.35

9.60

50

10:27:00

The participant who entered the iceberg will receive a single trade execution report for 400 shares,
rather than two execution reports for 200 shares each.

5.3 HIDDEN
Hidden limit orders have been decommissioned on Cboe since 26th May 2013. According to ASIC’s
price improvement rule, all hidden orders must execute within the spread of the NBBO. Cboe Price
Improvement orders enable participants to effectively peg to a price within the NBBO and are
considered a more suitable hidden order type than hidden limit orders.
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5.4 MINIMUM EXECUTION QUANTITY
Cboe offers the capability to set minimum execution quantity on qualifying orders to ensure
certainty of execution size and provide protection from signaling risk.
5.4.1

MINIMUM EXECUTION QUANTITY VARIANTS

Cboe provides two variants of minimum execution quantity:
1. Minimum Execution Quantity (MEQ), which allows an order with an MEQ quantity to
match price and quantity against multiple orders on the opposing side of the order book.
2. Minimum Execution Quantity Single Execution (MEQSE), which ensures that an order with
an MEQSE quantity can only match price and MEQSE quantity against a single order with
sufficient quantity on the opposing side of the order book.
All passive (resting) orders with a MEQ or MEQSE quantity may only be involved in a single
execution from any aggressive (lit or hidden) matching order.

5.4.2

AGGRESSIVE ORDER BEHAVIOUR WITH MEQ/MEQSE QUANTITY

MEQ example: An aggressive limit sell order is entered into the following order book for 100 shares
at 9.45 with an MEQ of 50. The time in force option is set to Immediate or Cancel (IOC).
Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:25:00

(MidPoint)
40

9.50

9.45

100 [50 MEQ]

10:26:00

10:23:00

10

9.45

9.55

20

10:28:00

10:27:00

150

9.40

9.60

80

10:18:00

To meet the MEQ of 50, the following two trades are executed against the top 2 buy orders:


40 shares at 9.50



10 shares at 9.45

Please note that the aggressive MEQ order may trade with hidden or lit orders.
The resulting order book is as follows:
Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:27:00

150

9.40

9.55

20

10:28:00

9.60

80

10:18:00
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MEQSE example: An aggressive Price Improvement (mid-point) buy order is entered into the
following order book for 100 shares (where MidPoint is priced at 28.60) with an MEQSE (minimum
execution quantity single execution) of 100.
NBBO

NBB: 28.50

NBO: 28.70

Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:21:00

100 [MEQSE 100]

(MidPoint)
28.60

(MidPoint)
28.60

70

10:16:00

(MidPoint)
28.60

50

10:17:00

(MidPoint)
28.60

100

10:19:00

The Price Improvement buy order with MEQSE quantity will trade with the first opposing sell order
which meets price requirements and with sufficient quantity to meet the MEQSE requirement of
quantity 100 which is the 3rd sell order in this scenario. The order is fully traded in this example.
If there is insufficient quantity to meet MEQSE requirements in an opposing price improvement
order which meets price requirements, then the order with MEQSE will not trade until an opposing
order is available which meets MEQSE requirements.
Please note that where NBB ≥ NBO (locked or crossed NBBO), price improvement orders entered
(aggressive) or resting (passive) with an MEQSE attribute will un-booked.
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PASSIVE (RESTING) ORDER BEHAVIOUR WITH MEQ/MEQSE QUANTITY

All passive (resting) orders with a MEQ or MEQSE quantity behave the same and may only be
involved in a single execution from any aggressive (lit or hidden) matching order.
In this example an aggressive limit sell order is entered with quantity 150 at 9.45 in the order book
as follows:
NBBO

NBB: 9.45

NBO: 9.50

Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:25:00

(MidPoint)
800[200 MEQ]

9.475

9.45

150

10:30:00

10:27:00

(MidPoint)
150[150 MEQSE]

9.475

9.50

200

10:26:00

10:27:00

250

9.45

9.55

20

10:28:00

10:16:00

80

9.40

9.60

80

10:18:00

9.60

50

10:27:00

The aggressive sell order has insufficient volume to meet the required 200 MEQ (minimum
execution quantity) of the priority MidPoint buy order, so it moves through the order book based
on time priority until it matches an order on price and quantity and meets any MEQ/MEQSE
requirements. With 150 shares it is able to meet the MEQSE quantity of 150 of the second buy
order (MidPoint) and is matched in full with the resultant order book:

Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:25:00

(MidPoint)
800[200 MEQ]

9.475

9.50

200

10:26:00

10:27:00

250

9.45

9.55

20

10:28:00

10:16:00

80

9.40

9.60

80

10:18:00

9.60

50

10:27:00

When the NBBO becomes locked or crossed (NBB ≥ NBO), any passive (resting) orders with an
MEQSE attribute will then be repriced, become aggressive and will be un-booked whilst the NBBO
is locked or crossed. Once the NBBO becomes unlocked the MEQSE order will be re -booked
(aggressive) with updated time priority*.
* Section 4 contains a more in-depth outline of price improvement orders.
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SUMMARY OF KEY FEATURES ACROSS MEQ AND MEQSE

The following table articulates key features and processing rules across MEQ and MEQSE variants,
highlighting differences and common features.
Minimum Execution Quantity
Attribute
Aggressive orders

MEQ
An a ggressive MEQ order ca n match with
mul tiple resting orders to reach i ts MEQ
requi rement.

Minimum Execution Quantity
Single Execution
MEQSE
An a ggressive MEQSE order can only match
wi th a single resting order to reach i ts MEQ
requi rement.
Note tha t MEQSE is only va lid for Pri ce
Improvement (pegged) orders, and as s uch,
a ggressive MEQSE orders will only tra de
a ga inst hidden orders.

Passive (resting)
orders

Note tha t existing Pri ce Improvement (pegged) orders will be processed a s aggressive when
they a re re-priced or re-booked in the order book.
A qua lifying passive order with MEQ or MEQSE wi ll only execute with a s ingle a ggressive order
tha t ha s an order quantity that i s equal to, or l arger than the minimum executable quantity of
tha t res ting order.

Order Type and
Time in Force (TIF)
combinations

Pri ce Improvement orders may be entered
wi th a ny ‘ti me in force’ option.
Li mi t orders may be entered with ‘time in
force’ option of IOC.

Broker Preferencing

Broker Preferencing is supported on orders entered with MEQ or MEQSE

Order Validation

Onl y Pri ce Improvement orders a re va lid for
MEQSE a nd ma y be entered with any ‘ti me i n
force’ option.

Aggres sive orders with MEQSE will be
a ccepted a nd immediately un-booked if the
NBBO i s locked or crossed (NBB ≥ NBO) a nd
wi l l be eligible to be re-booked as soon a s the
NBBO i s neither l ocked nor crossed.
Pa s sive (resting) MEQSE quantity will be unbooked when the NBBO becomes locked or
cros s ed a nd remains un-booked whilst the
NBBO i s locked or crossed.
Orders entered with MEQ or MEQSE grea ter than order quantity will be rejected.

Self-Trade Protection

Amend MEQ details
of an Order
Partial Trades

The ma tching engine prioritises the s elf-tradeprotecti on option when the order i s
a ggressive and will honour the MEQ va lue on
s ubsequent passive matches that do not
i nvol ve a s elf-trade event.

Onl y the s elf-trade-protection feature ‘X’
(report crossing as Booking Purpose tra de) is
s upported for MEQSE.
The ma tching engine always honours the
MEQSE s etti ng and prioritises MEQSE over
s elf-trade-protection options.

[Pri ori ty: Self-trade-protection then MEQ]
[Pri ori ty: MEQSE then Self-trade-protection]
Order wi ll l ose time priority but be re-queued a t the same price for both MEQ a nd MEQSE.
Note tha t this order is processed as aggressive when re -queued.
Where order is partially tra ded and the remaining order quantity is l ess than the
MEQ/MEQSE, then the MEQ/MEQSE will be s et to zero.
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6. Order Validity (Time in Force)
All orders in the Cboe trading system are purged at the end of day. At the time of order entry the
order defaults to a ‘Day Order’ if no validity or time in force option is set.

6.1 IMMEDIATE OR CANCEL (IOC)
An IOC order will execute as much of the order as possible immediately and any remaining quantity
will be immediately cancelled.

6.2 GOOD TILL DATE (GTD)
A GTD order is an order submitted to the Cboe trading system with a specified expire time on the
same trading day. The order can be executed in full or in part and remaining part of the order is
automatically cancelled at the specified expire time.

6.3 FILL OR KILL (FOK)
A FOK order requires that the entire order quantity is immediately filled in full otherw ise the entire
order is immediately cancelled.

6.4 DAY ORDER
A day order stays in the order book for the current trading day until the order is fully filled or
cancelled by the participant or automatically cancelled by the trading system at the end of the
trading day.

6.5 BROKER PREFERENCING TIME IN FORCE OPTIONS
Broker preferencing is described in detail in the Broker Preferencing section.
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7. Order Capacity
Under rule 3.4.1(1) of the ASIC Market Integrity Rules (Cboe Australia Market) 2011 ("MIRs"),
participants are obliged to provide confirmations to clients. Rule 3.4.3(1)(b) of the MIRs provides an
exception to this general obligation where a participant notifies a non-retail client that the client's
transaction has been entered by the participant as principal and, if the transaction was a crossing,
the execution venue.
To assist participants to comply with the criteria for the exception in rule 3.4.3, Cboe populates the
Last Capacity information for crossings in the execution report response message provided to
participants. The Last Capacity field of the Execution Report message is populated with the
opposing side's Order Capacity field. Please refer to the summary of Last Capacity population via
the link to the Last Capacity Appendix.
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8. Market on Close Orders
A Market on Close (MOC) order is a continuously traded hidden order that may execute at a
Reference Price.
Cboe MatchPoint uses the MOC order and trade mechanisms.

8.1 AVAILABILITY
Participants are able to enter hidden MOC orders from market open at 10:00:00 until 16:20:00
when MOC trading will cease.
Continuous Trading for all other order types will cease at the normal market close from 16:13:00.
MOC orders may be entered for certain Instrument types listed in the table below. Trades will
execute at a MOC Reference Price as shown in the table below.
Instrument Type

ASX Equities

MOC Trading
Available
Yes

MOC Reference Price
Source

Time that MOC Reference Price
is Available

ASX Auction / Close

ASX Closing price dissemination
per symbol

ASX ETFs

Yes

ASX Auction / Close

ASX Closing price dissemination
per symbol

ASX Managed Funds

Yes

ASX Auction / Close

ASX Closing price dissemination
per symbol

Cboe ETFs

(tbc)

(tbc)

(tbc)

Cboe QMFs

(tbc)

(tbc)

(tbc)

Cboe Warrant

Yes

Uploaded by Issuer

Just prior to 16:20 MOC close

Cboe TraCRs

No

n/a

n/a
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8.2 MOC TIMETABLE

8.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF MOC
A MOC order entered between 10:00:00 and the MOC Reference Price availability per symbol
resulting in an execution will receive a confirmation in real time that their order has resulted in a
trade with an ‘indicative’ price that references the last traded price (on either Cboe or ASX).
Cboe then disseminates a corrected MOC trade execution report message as soon as the MOC
Reference Price becomes available. In parallel with this process, corrected MOC trades are
published on CHIXMD Market Data.
MOC orders are unpriced and there is therefore no scope to set limit prices. As a result, the
matching logic for MOC orders during this period is based on time priority.
In addition, Broker Preferencing logic is available as an option and participants can elect to have
this logic enabled at the order entry gateway level, which results in participant/time priority.
Please refer to Section 9 for details on Broker Preferencing.
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8.4 MOC REFERENCE PRICE DETERMINATION
8.4.1

ASX INSTRUMENT TYPES

The ASX Closing Auction price is used as the MOC Reference Price.
If however, the ASX closing auction runs but there is no closing auction price for a stock or ASX has
a technical outage before the closing auction:


The MOC Reference Price will be the last traded ASX price on that trading day. If a MOC
Reference Price cannot be determined via these methods then any previous MOC trades with
indicative price will not result in a confirmed MOC trade and will be subsequently cancelled.



If a stock goes into a non-trading state on ASX, Cboe follows suit and will place the stock into a
halt for MOC Orders. If the stock remains closed at 16:20:00 MOC executions will not result in a
confirmed transaction.



If the stock returns from the trading halt between the ASX Closing Auction and 16:20:00 the
stock will return to active on Cboe and at 16:20:00 the last traded price will be confirmed back
to the participant.

8.4.2

CBOE INSTRUMENT TYPES

For Cboe Warrants, the Issuer is able to supply the MOC Reference Price to facilitate the two-party
entry of late Warrant trades covered in Section 13.

8.5 ORDER ATTRIBUTES
Participants have the option to submit MOC orders with the standard range of attributes such as:


Time in force options of Immediate or Cancel (IOC) or Fill or Kill (FOK)



Minimum Execution Quantity (MEQ)

8.6 OTHER MOC CHARACTERISTICS
The following are key aspects of the way MOC orders are handled:


MOC orders may be cancelled or amended prior to them being matched.
Once they have been matched, the Buyer and Seller will be notified via the trading interface.
Only ‘confirmed’ MOC trades (i.e. after the ASX Auction price is available) will be disseminated
on CHIXMD Public Market Data feeds.



There are no minimum order size requirements for MOC order; however participants may limit
their fills to larger executions using MEQ protection.



Non-crossed MOC trades may be cancelled in accordance with Cboe trade cancellation policies.



Crossed MOC trades may also be cancelled via the Participant’s trading application.
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9. Broker Preferencing
Broker Preferencing logic allows participants to preference their own hidden orders where they
have price but not time priority. Broker Preferencing may apply to hidden orders (i.e. where the
maxfloor field is set to 0) which includes hidden MOC, IOC and FOK orders. The Execution Priority
Principle for Broker Preferencing is as follows:

Figure 2: Execution Priority Principle for Broker Preferencing

9.1 CONFIGURATION
Broker Preferencing is a configurable option that can be set by contacting Market Operations and
nominating the order entry gateways on which the functionality is to be enabled. In determining
Broker Preferencing logic, when it is enabled, Cboe uses only the first 3 digits of the participant ID
(PID) to determine the same participant.
In summary, if Broker Preferencing logic is enabled, a resting Price Improvement order of that
participant will be eligible for preferencing against aggressive orders from the same participant,
(except for Limit Day orders which cannot be broker preferenced when they are entered or
traded). For example:
A passive MidPoint order is resting at the third level of depth for participant 555 to sell 200 shares
at 9.515.
NBBO

NBB: 9.50

NBO: 9.53

Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:25:00

200 (PID 555)

9.53

(MidPoint)
9.515

220

10:20:00

10:16:00

100

9.50

(MidPoint)
9.515

50

10:21:00

10:11:00

20

9.45

(MidPoint)
9.515

200 (PID 555)

10:24:00

10:05:00

20

9.40

9.53

400

10:18:00

9.55

200

10:09:00
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Participant 555 sends in an aggressively priced buy order to cross the spread buying 200 shares at
9.53 and the preferencing logic results in a trade against their own MidPoint order that did not
have time priority. Participant 555 will trade 200 shares at 9.515, with the resultant order book:
Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:16:00

100

9.50

(MidPoint)
9.515

220

10:20:00

10:11:00

20

9.45

(MidPoint)
9.515

50

10:21:00

10:05:00

20

9.40

9.53

400

10:18:00

9.55

200

10:09:00

In the case of a resting MOC order, a contra side order from the same participant will also seek to
broker preference ahead of other resting MOC orders with time priority.

9.2 PRICE IMPROVEMENT ORDERS
As noted in Price Improvement section of this document, Price Improvement orders have the
potential to rest at 3 price steps within the spread of the NBBO; NearPoint, MidPoint and FarPoint.
With Broker Preferencing enabled, an aggressive order will evaluate its ability to match with a
resting Price Improvement order from the same participant at each of the 3 price levels i n order of
price priority.


The aggressive order will evaluate whether it can Broker Preference at the most aggressively
priced hidden order e.g. FarPoint. Where it can, it will execute on a preference basis and any
residual quantity will then match against other FarPoint orders in time priority.



If the aggressive order has any residual quantity, it will move to the next available hidden price
level (e.g. MidPoint, NearPoint) until it reaches its limit price and will repeat the logic at each
hidden price point.
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For example, consider the following market with the NBBO being :

NBBO

NBB: 9.50

NBO: 9.53

Buy

Sell

Time

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:17:00

100

9.50

(FarPoint)
9.51

240

10:22:00

10:20:00

20

9.40

9.51

260 (PID 555)

10:28:00

10:22:00

20

9.40

9.51

150

10:30:00

(MidPoint)
9.515

100

10:23:00

9.515

300

10:27:00

9.515

200 (PID 555)

10:29:00

(NearPoint)
9.52

250

10:25:00

9.52

300 (PID 555)

10:26:00

9.53

2000

10:22:00

Participant 555 has orders in the book at the near, mid and far points on the sell side. They do not
have time priority at any of these price levels.
Participant 555 enters an aggressive buy order crossing the spread with time in force option of IOC
(Immediate or Cancel) for 2000 shares at a limit price of 9.53. With Broker Preferencing logic, the
first trade executed for the aggressing order will be for 260 shares at 9.51, with the remaining 240
and 150 quantities filled in time priority for that price level.
The buy then moves to next best price level (the MidPoint) and first executes the broker
preferenced 200 shares at 9.515, with the remaining 100 and 300 quantities then matched in time
priority for that price level..
The buy order now moves to the 9.52 price level (the NearPoint) , executing a broker preferenced
quantity of 300 first and then 250 following time priority at this price level.
Finally, the residual quantity of this aggressing order (200 shares) is matched in normal
price/visibility/time priority at 9.53.
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The resultant order book is as follows:
Buy
Time

Sell

Qty (shares)

Price ($)

Price($)

Qty (shares)

Time

10:17:00

100

9.50

9.53

1800

10:22:00

10:20:00

20

9.40

10:22:00

20

9.40

9.3 OVERRIDING BROKER PREFERENCING LOGIC
If Broker Preferencing has been enabled at the order entry gateway level, participants may use the
OrderRestrictions field to override the Broker Preferencing logic on an order by order basis. This
override function is only available on aggressive orders where the time in force option is set to IOC
(immediate or cancel) or FOK (fill or kill).

9.4 WHEN BROKER PREFERENCING LOGIC IS ACTIVATED ON RESTING ORDERS
Broker Preferencing logic may apply multiple times to a resting order if it is amended or market
conditions require it to be re-queued. For example:


Where a resting hidden order is amended such that it would need to be re -queued (e.g. an
increase in quantity) the logic is applied again.



A Price Improvement order becomes inactive when its limit price is either at or outside the
NBBO. When the NBBO moves to a point where the limit price is within the NBBO then it will
be reactivated. In this process Broker Preferencing logic is applied again, optimising the chance
of a preferenced trade.



Resting Price Improvement orders are aggressive when being repriced (whenever the NBBO
changes) , at which time the Broker Preferencing logic is again exercised.

* Section 4 contains a more in-depth outline of price improvement orders.
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9.5 ADDITIONAL TIME IN FORCE OPTIONS FOR BROKER PREFERENCING
There are two additional time in force order qualifiers available for gateways that have broker
preferencing enabled. These are Preference and Kill (P&K) and Preference or Kill (POK).
Note that neither of these options allow a broker preferenced order to match in any way with
orders of other participants.


Preference & Kill (P&K) – this attribute will seek to preference against an order from the same
participant and any residual quantity will be cancelled.



Preference or Kill (POK) – this attribute will seek to fill the order in its entirety on a broker
preferenced basis and cancel the entire order where it cannot fulfil the entire order.
o

Please note that there is an exception to this behaviour that occurs when POK is used
in combination with the Self Trade Protection features of either “Decrement & Cancel”
or “Bookings Purpose”, then any remainder of the order will be cancelled but the Self
Trade Protection actions will be enacted.
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10.Self-Trade Protection
The Trading Interface allows participants to set Self Trade Protection by allocating a unique value
to the NoSelfTrade key. If two orders from the same participant with the same NoSelfTrade key
would match, the system response to the orders and potential trade would be dictated by the
setting in the NoTradeFeat field, which provides for Cancel Newest, Decrement and Cancel or
converting the transaction to a Booking Purposes Trade. If the NoTradeFeat field is left blank, the
default setting ( Cancel Newest) is applied, unless written instruction is provided to Market
Operations requesting an alternative default option be set.

N = Cancel Newest (Cancel aggressive order, passive remains unchanged).
D= Decrement & Cancel (Where the passive order > aggressive order, the passive is reduced by the
aggressive amount, and the aggressive order is cancelled.
If the aggressive order is > passive, the passive order is cancelled and remaining quantity of
aggressive will trade against other orders in the book).
X = Bookings Purpose (Trade is sent converted to a booking purpose trade, with a synthetic order
cancellation created on CHIXMD).
Note the following:


Where two orders match with the same NoSelfTRade key, then MEQ (minimum execution
quantity) will not be considered as part of that matching



If two orders of the same participant match but with different NoTradeFeat supplied, the
aggressive order’s option will apply.
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11. Trade Reporting
Cboe permits trading participants to lodge single party (crossing) trade reports under the exception
categories specified in the Market Integrity Rules (Competition in Exchange Markets) (“MIRs”)
using the trade report codes listed below.
Trade Report
Code
B

Trade Report Type and Rules
Block Trade: total consideration must be greater than the threshold specified in the
MIRs.
Large Portfolio Trade: minimum thresholds are published in the MIRs. Lower case

P or p

value is used to indicate the trade is reported on a delayed basis under the MIRs.
Each component leg of the portfolio trade report must be linked by a unique
identifier.
Large Principal Transaction: minimum thresholds are published in the MIRs. Lower

T or t

case value is used to indicate the trade is reported on a delayed basis under the
MIRs.
Trades With Price Improvement: trades can be reported if they are within the spread

S

of the NBBO. ASIC requires Cboe to validate this at point of trade report request. For
further details please contact Cboe.

F

ETF Trade Report- Unit Creation or Redemption. Each component leg of the ETF
trade report must be linked by a unique identifier.

L

Trades done during the Post-Trading Hours.

M

Trades done during the Pre-Trading Hours.

E

Out of Hours Trade

X

Booking Purposes Trade

The Trade Reporting Guide may be found on the Cboe Australia website.
Trade reports may be cancelled in accordance with Cboe trade cancellation policies. The
Participants application may also cancel the trade report via the login which entered the trade
report or via the login receiving the contra side of the trade report.
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12.Order Type Validation Matrix
An Order Type Validation Matrix has been documented to assist Cboe participants understand
valid combinations of order types and associated relevant fields.
Please note the context covers Order Entry transaction type for the FIX protocol only.
Please refer to the order type validation matrix within the relevant Version folder in the client
forum.
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13. Warrants Trade Report Facility
In the Cboe warrants market, participants are now able to report off exchange trades that have
been previously negotiated with the warrants issuer.

13.1

REPORTING WORKFLOW

The workflow is as follows.
1. Participant contacts a warrants issuer to negotiate an off exchange trade.
2. The participant and warrant issuer agree on the number of units and the basis of final price
– that being the price adjustment from the closing price of the underlying security.
3. Based upon this agreement, the participant can then enter a hidden Market-On-Close
order to report their side of the proposed trade report for the agreed quantity (note that
no price is entered). The participant should also set the Minimum Execution Quantity
(MEQ) to be equal to the entire quantity agreed with the issuer.
4. After the close of the underlying market the warrants issuer will calculate from the
underlying closing price and calculate the adjusted price for the specified warrant and will
publish that agreed price to Cboe.
5. Prior to the end of the warrants trade reporting period, the issuer will enter a MOC order
to report their side of the agreed trade.
6. Cboe will match the participant’s and the issuer’s trade report requests and report the
final trade execution to CHESS and via market data using the price previously reported to
Cboe by the warrant issuer.

13.2

SHORTENED SETTLEMENT OPTION FOR WARRANTS TRADE REPORTS

Off exchange trade reports for warrants as specified in the section above, can also request a
shortened settlement cycle - from the default of T+2 to T+1.
Note that a T+1 settlement request will only be submitted to CHESS if:
1. The transaction is with regard to a warrant.
a. Using the T1Settlement flag for other securities will cause the order to be rejected
2. The MOC order type is being used to report a trade report.
a. If the flag is set on any other order type then the order will be rejected.
3. Both sides of the transaction request a shortened settlement using the Tag <8080> in their
MOC request (or T1Settlement field for CHIXOE).
a. If one or both sides do not specify this tag then the resultant trade defaults to the
normal T+2 settlement period.
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